Where teaching and learning come together

Google Classroom helps educators create engaging learning experiences they can personalize, manage, and measure.

THE GOOGLE CLASSROOM DIFFERENCE

Classroom brings together the best of Google Workspace for Education

Classroom is trusted by 150 million students, teachers, and education leaders around the world, and is at the center of simple and secure tools that make up Google Workspace for Education.

These tools help everyone in your school, every day:

- **Students** learn and collaborate
- **Educators** improve instruction and gain insights
- **Education leaders** analyze school data to inform decisions
- **IT admins** manage and secure school data

Classroom opens up a world of teaching and learning possibilities, in one solution

**Enrich learning**
Drive personalized learning and student agency with tools that meet students where they are and help them build skills for their future.

**Amplify instruction**
Make the most of instructional time with tools purpose-built for teaching, productivity, and collaboration.

**Operate with greater control**
Create learning environments that are easier to manage and support educators and students with connected, safer tools.

Bring teaching and learning together
[edu.google.com/classroom](edu.google.com/classroom)
WHERE TEACHING AND LEARNING COME TOGETHER

Designed for teacher and student success

Built with educator input, Classroom tools help educators create more engaging learning experiences that can be tailored for individual students, small groups, or the whole class. Teachers can also gain new insights to inform instruction.

"Of all the technology solutions I have used in education, Google Classroom had the most significant impact on teaching and learning from the first moment I used it in my educational institutions."

- Ross Morrison McGill
  Founder of @TeacherToolkit

Make learning more personal

Transform new or existing content into interactive assignments with the practice sets feature in Classroom. Teachers gain insights at both the student and class levels, and students get real-time feedback and in-the-moment hints when they get stuck, made possible with AI technology.

Watch the practice sets video

Further enhance lessons

Create more dynamic learning experiences by easily finding, adding, assigning, and grading content from popular EdTech tools such as Kahoot!, IXL, Pear Deck, and Nearpod – directly within Classroom using a single sign-on.

Watch the add-ons video

Inform instruction with data-driven insights

Give educators and education leaders a centralized view of classroom data with insights into class performance. Education leaders can identify which students, classes, and schools need support, while educators can see if a student has completed an assignment and how grades are trending.